Our dimension function, denoted by dim, will be the covering dimension of Lebesgue. All spaces throughout this paper will be metric, and under this condition the Lebesgue dimension coincides with the inductive dimension in the large of Menger and Urysohn [6] , Now let us consider a space together with countably many closed, finite-dimensional subsets X 19 X 2 , these subsets need not cover X (X itself may not even be finite-dimensional). It is immediate from the Menger-Urysohn definition of dimension that for any point p e X and any fixed positive integer k, there exists a fundamental system of neighborhoods of p for which the boundaries meet X k in a set of dimension lower than that of X k . There is no reason why any of these neighborhoods should be ε-spheres under the given metric; J. Nagata, however, has shown [8] that if any X k = X, then an equivalent metric can be defined on X such that the boundary of any ε-sphere (about any point) has dimension lower than that of X. We shall prove that this condition can be dispensed with and that an equivalent metric can be introduced on X in such a way that the boundary of any ε-sphere meets each of the X k in a set of lower dimension: THEOREM 1. For each k = 1,2, let X k be a nonvoid closed subset of X such that dim X k = n k < oo. Then there exists an equivalent metric p for X such that for any ε > 0, any x e X, and any positive integer k, Proof. Let © = {G a :aeA} be a locally finite open cover of F such that G a c U a for all aeA.
Since dim F ^ n, there exists a locally finite closed cover g = {F a : aeA} of F such that order g <£ n + 1 and F a czG a for all αeA ( [1] , [5] First we show that N(x) meets at most n { + 1 sets of 33 ΐ+1 . Suppose F α Π N(x) Φ 0 for some V a e 33 ί+1 ; then V a is a subset of the corresponding U a e 33^ U U <+1 . As iV(x) c Wi and (U U ί+1 ) Π W { = 0, we know U a e 33 ί# But JV(a5) Π ί7 α ^ 0 for at most n { + 1 sets Ϊ7 α G 33( as N(x) a N(x, i)), and hence JV(«) Π V a Φ 0 for at most the corresponding Ui + 1 sets F α G 33 ί+1 (as 33 m refines 33^ U VL i+1 one-to-one). This argument can be repeated to show that N(x) meets at most n { + 1 sets of 33 i+2 , , 33^, and finally 33, and we see that 33 satisfies condition (ii).
To prove the lemma in its general form, we rearrange the X { in such a way as to make their dimensions increase monotonely. Then the above proof will show that the conditions are satisfied, and the lemma is proved (as neither condition is concerned with the order in which the X { are arranged). Proof. For each i = 1, , k and every x e X 4 we define N(x, i) to be an open neighborhood of x meeting at most m { sets of II. We then define ©* = {X -XJ U {N(x, i): x e JQ, and note that ©< is an open cover of X, as X { is closed. Now for any x e X we define an-other set N(x) to be a neighborhood of x meeting only a finite number of members of U, and define © &+1 = {N(x): x e X}. Now we define © = (Aί=l®ί) Λ 11. The collection © is an open cover of X, so we can define 33 to be an open cover of X such that 33*** < © (33 exists by the full normality of X). We shall now prove that 33 is the desired cover.
Condition (i) is clear, as 33*** < © < U. For (ii) we let i ^ k and let xeX^, then there exists some Ve 33 which contains x, as 33 covers, X, and there exists a set y*** G 33*** suc h that Since 33*** < © we know there exists a set G e © such that F*** c G. As © < ©i and Gn^^ 0, there exists a point yeXi such that G c N(y, i). Thus S 6 (x, 33) c F*** cGc Λ%, i), so S 6 (α;, 33) meets at most πii elements of U.
In the same manner we see that, for any xe X, there exist T7***e33***,iϊe@, and N(z) such that S 6 (x, 33) c T7*** <zH(zN(z), so S 6 (#, 33) meets only finitely many elements of U. J. Nagata has shown [7] that if a function 7 is defined in this way from a sequence of covers which possesses properties (1) and (2), then 7 is a metric on X equivalent to the given metric. and we can prove that for any xe X,
in the same manner used by Nagata [8] (where the ε-sphere is assumed to be with respect to p). We shall use (1.2) to prove that for any xe X and any
Before doing this, we note that for any finite set 1 ^ m 1 < < We are now in a position to prove that (1.4) @m 1 m 2 is locally finite, for 1 ^ f m ι < m 2 < .
We can show that if x e X and x e U' e U Wι+1 , then Ϊ7' is the desired neighborhood of x. For if U' meets S W2W3 ...(£7) for Z7eU mi , then 17' meets S 4 (t/,U mi+1 ) by (1.3); hence U meets S 6 (x, U mι+1 ) (as £/'eU mi+1 ). By condition (4) this can occur for at most finitely many C/eU mi , so 17' meets at most finitely many members of @» lW2 .... By using condition (3) instead of (4) in the above proof, we see also that (1.5) order^ @ WlW2 ... ^ί n k + 1 for k ^ m ι < m 2 < and yeX k .
We shall use this fact to prove that for xeX, ε as in ( 1.1) which contradicts (1.5).
To complete the proof of the theorem, we first note that the condition is trivially satisfied by ε > 1, so we may assume 0 < ε <£ 1 and hence ε may be written as in (1.
1). For any xeX and k -
•} is a sequence of relatively open covers of
of order g n k with mesh -> 0 as i -* oo and such that for all i ^ fc, fim ί+1 < 11^.. Thus by a Theorem of C. H. Dowker and W. Hurewicz [2] we conclude that dim [X k π Bdry S(x, ε)] ^ n Λ -1.
COROLLARY 2. // ^ is the metric for X constructed in the proof of Theorem 1, then for each ε > 0 the collection {S(x, e):xeX} is closure-preserving.
Proof. As in Theorem 1 we note that the case ε > 1 is trivial, as S(x, e) = X for every xe X. For 0 < ε <^ 1 we can write ε as in (1.1), so for any subset A of X we have When we restrict our attention to the separable metric case, we would hope that the new metric would be totally bounded in addition to satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2. This is indeed the case if we use finite covers throughout. We shall need to restate Lemmas 1.1-1.3 in terms of finite covers before we can prove Theorem 3. In each case only a minor adjustment is required. Proof. The proof of Lemma 1.1 can be used without modification, as a one-to-one refinement of a finite cover must itself be finite. Proof. We use the proof of Lemma 1.2, substituting Lemma 3.1 for Lemma 1.1. Then SS X and U 2 are finite, so 3^ U U 2 and hence 23 2 are finite. Similarly, 9S Λ Π U k+ι is finite, so the one-to-one refinement S3 is itself finite. To find a finite open cover S3 such that S3*** < ©, it suffices to establish that any finite open cover has a finite ^-refinement. This follows from a proof of K. Morita [5, Th. 1.2J , in which a z/-refinement is constructed from intersections of binary covers; if the original cover were finite, then the total number of possible intersections would be finite, so the resulting z/-refinement would have to be a finite cover.
\J{S(x,s):xeA}
The proof that S3 satisfies (i) and (ii) is exactly the same as in Lemma 1.3, and the lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem 3. We shall closely follow the proof of Theorem 1, using Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 (instead of 1.2 and 1.3) to construct a sequence {U^: i = 0,1, 2, •} of finite open covers which satisfies conditions (l)- (4) . This can be done exactly as in Theorem 1 if we know that for each positive integer ί, there exists a finite cover of X of l/2*-spheres. Although this may not be possible with respect to the given metric d, the fact that X is separable guarantees the existence of a totally bounded metric d r for X which is equivalent to d [3, Th. V4], Therefore we can proceed as in Theorem 1 to construct {U<: i = 0, 1, 2, •} and then to define the metric p which is equivalent to d f and hence to d. The proof that the boundaries of the ε-spheres (with respect to p) meet the X k in sets of lower dimension is exactly the same as in Theorem 1, so to prove Theorem 3 it suffices to show that p is totally bounded.
We need only consider ε such that 0 < ε <^ 1, which we can write as in (1.1) . But {S(x, 6) 
